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Abstract
The emergence of homochiral domains in supercooled liquid water is presented using molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. An individual water molecule possesses neither a chiral center nor a
twisted conformation that can cause spontaneous chiral resolution. However, an aggregation of
water molecules will naturally give rise to a collective chirality. Such homochiral domains pos-
sess obvious topological/geometrical orders and are energetically more stable than the average .
However, homochiral domains cannot grow into macroscopic homogeneous structures due to geo-
metrical frustrations arising from their icosahedral local order. Homochiral domains are the major
constituent of supercooled liquid water and the origin of heterogeneity in that substance, and are
expected to be enhanced in low-density amorphous ice at lower temperatures.
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When liquid water is supercooled at ambient pressure, its properties are expected to
approach those of low-density amorphous ice (LDA), which is characterized by low enthalpy,
low entropy [1], low mobility, and a locally tetrahedral configuration of the molecules. These
characteristics are often referred to as being “ice-like.” Many microscopic indices such as the
coordination number [2], the bond orientational order [3], and the local structure index [4],
etc., also become “ice-like.” Most anomalies in water emerge at this temperature range.
Much effort has therefore been devoted to elucidating the properties of the supercooled
liquid water. However, our knowledge of the structure and properties of ths substance is
still limited.
Dynamical and structural heterogeneities emerge when liquid water is supercooled
deeply [4–6]. This phenomenon is often discussed in relation to the hypothetical liquid–liquid
critical point of water [7, 8]. In the context of glass transition phenomena, these hetero-
geneities are characteristic to supercooled liquids in general [9], attributed to the locally
stable structures [10], and probably related to the crystallization [11, 12], but not necessarily
to liquid–liquid coexistence. Moreover, in the case of liquid water, it has been argued that
the liquid–liquid separation is just a transient, coarsening process toward crystal ice. [13]
Other researchers have argued that a heterogeneous structure of hypothetical metastable
ice prevails in the deeply supercooled liquid water and it assists ice nucleations [14]. These
inconsistent viewpoints come from the fact that the structure of LDA has not been well
characterized. All ice crystals as well as relaxed LDA are locally tetrahedrally coordinated.
Indices including the coordination number and the local structure index cannot distinguish
topological differences in the hydrogen bond network of ice. The existence of intermediate-
range order (IRO) in the supercooled liquid water has been suggested in much of the
literature based on the orientational order [15, 16], many-body correlation function [17],
and spacio-temporal correlations [18], etc., but direct evidence is lacking.
In this letter, we perform an exhaustive topological search of local structures to find the
genuine origin of the “ice-likeness.” Our method can distinguish the structures of all stable
and metastable ice phases at low pressure as well as even the locally stable structures of
liquids. This method has previously been used to explain the structure change when liquid
water is supercooled and expands [19]. In the present paper, we utilize this method for a
more comprehensive classification of the local structures in the supercooled liquid water.
Constant temperature and pressure molecular dynamics simulations are performed for 3
2
µs with 8,000 water molecules of the TIP4P/2005 model [20] using the GROMACS soft-
ware [21]. A cubic cell is used. Pressure is maintained at 1 atm. Detailed analyses are
made at intervals of 10 K between 200 K and 240 K, which are about 50 K and 10 K be-
low the melting point of TIP4P/2005 water, respectively [22]. At these conditions, liquid
water neither vitrifies nor crystallizes within 3 µs. Two water molecules are regarded as
being hydrogen-bonded when the intermolecular H-O distance is below 2.45 A˚ [23]. In the
calculation of the chirality and searching vitrites, the direction of the hydrogen bond (HB)
is ignored.
One simple measure of IRO for tetravalent network-forming materials is the torsional
angle of a bond connecting two tetrahedral sites. Water molecules tend to have a locally
tetrahedral configuration, which gives rise to a preference in the conformations of dihedral
angles [24] similar to alkanes. We therefore define the “bond twist” for a given HB by the
following formula:
χb =
1
lm
l∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
τij , (1)
where i and j specify the other HBs coonected to the two ends of the given HB (3 bonds
for each in ices) and τij = sin 3θij is the twist at a dihedral angle θij [25]. (Inset of Fig. 1)
Note that l and m are not always 3 in liquids. A dihedral angle is defined by centers of mass
of four successive water molecules connected by HBs. The twist, τ , becomes its extremal
values, ±1, when the angles are 120n ± 30◦, respectively, whereas it is 0 for all dihedral
angles in 6- and 7-membered rings in boat or chair conformations. Therefore, τ and χb are
0 for ideal cubic and hexagonal ices I (ices Ic and Ih) [26]. τ takes various values in liquid
water reflecting its randomness. The distribution of χb is therefore broad near the melting
point (Fig. 1). However, the distribution has a central peak because the distortion of the
local configuration from a regular tetrahedron causes cancelation of the twists. Conversely,
in deeply supercooled liquid water, almost-regular tetrahedral configuration prevents the
cancelations of the twists, and the distribution of χb becomes much broader, i.e., the distri-
bution does not approach that of ice unlike other popular structural indices. (Fig. 1) This
wide distribution of χb is a property specific to supercooled liquid water and LDA ice.
The topology of the HB network of water strongly affects the physical properties of liquid
water and ice. Supercooled liquid water at ambient pressure exhibits a hierarchical IRO in its
network starting from a locally tetrahedral configuration to four-site chains (dihedral angle),
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FIG. 1. Distributions of bond twists, χb, for supercooled liquid water and ice. The melting
temperature of the employed model is approximately 250 K.
rings (mainly 5- to 7-membered), polyhedral structures, and aggregations of polyhedral
structures [27]. We shall therefore examine the twists in each class of IRO.
First of all, we define the ring twist as the averaged twist along the n-membered ring R,
χr =
1
n
n∑
i∈R
sin 3θi, (2)
where θ is the dihedral angle for a four-molecule chain along the ring. The distribution of χr
is centered at χr = 0 because twists in a ring cancel each other in most cases. It is, however,
still broader at lower temperatures. (Fig. 2) We find that the HB network of supercooled
liquid water mostly comprises 5- to 7-membered rings and that the 6-membrered ring is
responsible for the broadening. (Fig. 2(b)) All known stable and metastable ices at low
pressures (Ih, Ic, and XVI [28]) as well as clathrate hydrates have rings of χr = 0 only;
these rings do not contribute to the broadening. (See Supplemental Discussion for other
hypothetical metastable ice polymorphs).
As a larger-scale IRO than those that can be described by ring statistics, we introduce
polyhedral unit structures comprising several rings in liquid water and ice. Ice and clathrate
hydrate structures at low pressures can be visually recognized as a combination of one or two
types of polyhedral building blocks, a.k.a. “crystallites”. (Fig. 3(a)) The building blocks
all comprise 5- or 6-membered rings, and contain a void inside. It has been suggested that
similar cage-like structures are also abundant in supercooled liquid water [2]. We therefore
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FIG. 2. Distribution of ring twists. (a) Overall distribution of the ring twists, χr, at 200 K (black)
and 240 K (green). (b) Contributions of 5- to 7-membered rings to the distribution at 200 K are
shown with a stacked chart. The probability is defined on a per-ring basis. See Supplemental
Method for detail. (c) Overall distribution of the vitrite twist at 200 K (black) and 240 K (green).
(d) Lower part of panel (c) at 200 K is expanded and the contributions from major types of vitrites
are shown.
gave a general topological definition of such polyhedral building blocks comprising rings in
a previous work [27]. In fact, the HB network of deeply supercooled liquid water is full of 5-
to 7-membered rings, and we found that the network can be tessellated into cages of various
types in a manner similar to ice and hydrates. We call these polyhedral building blocks
“vitrite” because they constitute the greatest part of low-density amorphous ice [27]. (this
is also illustrated in Fig. S1; definition of vitrites is also given in the Supplemental Method.)
We also defined a “cluster” as a face-sharing aggregate of the vitrites. A dihedral angle is
defined for a chain of four successive water molecules connected by three hydrogen bonds,
and one can find many chains in a vitrite. We define the vitrite twist, χv, as the averaged
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FIG. 3. Vitrites in ice and in supercooled water. (a) Various stable and metastable ice structures
can be decomposed into vitrites (crystallites). Major vitrite types B, D, and H are labeled. (b)
An icosahedron comprises 20 almost-regular tetrahedra. Polytope ‘240’ structure is made from an
icosahdron by regularly inserting vertices at the centers of one fifth of the tetrahedra, and can also
be decomposed into several type B vitrites. XPolytope is an aggregate of vitrites A and B. (c) A
snapshot of the entire system of the supercooled liquid water at 200 K is decomposed into vitrites.
Vitrite types A, B, D, H, and Z are shown with filled polyhedra and other types are shown with
outlines. Label D points the largest ice Ic nucleus that appears in the trajectory. Abundance of
each vitrite type is listed in Table S1. (d) Vitrite types A and B (xPolytope) are gradated from
blue to red according to their twists, χv, in the same snapshot used in panel c. Only the vitrites
with |χv| > 0.25 are shown with filled polyhedral and others are shown with outlines.
twist for all dihedral angles in a vitrite V :
χv =
1
n
n∑
i∈V
sin 3θi, (3)
where n is the total number of such chains in a vitrite. As shown in Fig. 2(c), χv also becomes
broader at lower temperatures. We find that vitrites A and B are the most and second most
abundant vitrites. Moreover, these vitrites are also responsible for the broadening of the
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FIG. 4. The mole fraction of water molecules belonging to any xPolytope is plotted against
temperature. Data at 190 K (seemingly vitrified) are added.
vitrite twist distribution for |χv| > 0.5 (Fig. 2(d)).
Vitrite B comprises three six-membered rings. An alternate arrangement of vitrites B
and H that shares the 6-membered rings of a boat conformation results in ice Ih struc-
ture. (Fig. 3(a)) Conversely, one can attach type B vitrites together by sharing the 6-
membered rings in a twisted-boat conformation to build a single-component cluster of vit-
rite B. (Fig. 3(b); also illustrated in Fig. S2) This structure, built of 6-membered rings
only, was first proposed as a model of tetravalent amorphous semiconductors and named
“polytope ‘240’ ” [29], and was later suggested as a possible locally stable structure of wa-
ter [2, 30, 31]. The structure can also be built by decorating (i.e., regularly inserting vertices
to) an icosahedral close-packing cluster (Fig. 3(b)). There are two symmetric ways to make
the surface hexagonal rings of type B vitrite twisted-boat conformations without introducing
large distortions. (illustrated in Fig. 3(d)); let us call them right and left twists. When a
vitrite B is right-twisted, the χr values of all three hexagonal rings as well as χv positively
deviate from zero. A left twist results in negative deviations. Because a right-twisted hexag-
onal ring cannot overlap with a left-twisted one, only vitrites B of the same twist (right or
left) can attach to one another by sharing their twisted surface rings. Thus, the aggregation
of type B vitrites naturally gives rise to the homochiral domain. However, note that the
geometrical frustration by icosahedral symmetry [29] prevents polytope ‘240’ from growing
into an infinitely large aggregate without defects (i.e., crystal).
Another major vitrite, type A, is derived from B by adding a vertex. The vitrite comprises
a 6-membered ring and two 7-membrered rings. Two type-A vitrites join each other by
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sharing their surface rings, and vitrite A also gets twisted when it shares the 6-membrered
ring with the polytope ‘240’. The combination contributes to a relaxation of the frustration
of the polytopic structure and an extension of the homochiral domain. We define an extended
polytopic cluster, “xPolytope”, as a cluster of two or more vitrites A and B having the same
chirality with a threshold of |χv| > 0.25. The mole fractions of water molecules belonging
to any xPolytope are 3% at 240 K and 14% at 200 K (Fig. 4.).
XPolytope stabilizes the local structure of supercooled water. To clarify this point, we
count the number of vitrites sharing a given HB. For example, each HB in the bulk ice
Ic structure belongs to six type-D vitrites. We express this “multiplicity” as M(D) = 6.
Similarly, M(B) = 9 for each HB in an ideal polytope ‘240’ (See Fig. S3). In liquid water, M
varies for each HB and for different vitrite types. At 200 K, a HB belongs to 1.5 vitrites A
or B on average, i.e., M¯(A orB) = 1.5. Fig. 5(a) shows the relationship between M and the
stability of the local structure. With increasing M(D), i.e., as the environment of the HB
becomes more ice-like, molecular motions are suppressed and the potential energy decreases.
The suppression of molecular motions and the decrease in potential energy with increasing
multiplicity are also observed for vitrites A and B. This indicates that the clustering of
vitrites A and B is energetically and dynamically similar to that of the fragment of ice Ic,
vitrite D. Note that the aggregation of A and B is quite different from that of D in terms of
chirality. The distribution of bond twists becomes narrower with increasing M(D) whereas
it becomes distinctly bimodal at high M(A orB). (Fig. S4)
The XPolytope is stable and comprises a few types of vitrites like a crystal does. In fact,
it even nucleates in supercooled liquid water. At 200 K, a ice Ic nucleus, identified as an
aggregate of vitrite D, rarely appears (Figs. 3(c) and 5(b)). It occasionally grows up to a
few nanometers in diameter, persists for tens of nanoseconds, and then disappears. Similar
intermittent growth and annihilation also occur for xPolytope. Fig. 5(b) shows that the sizes
of the left- and right-twisted clusters change independently. The cluster size distributions
of ice Ic and xPolytope are shown in Fig. 5(c). The latter is larger than the former at
all temperatures, and their temperature-dependence suggests that the ratio of the volume
occupied by xPolytope to that by ice Ic would be larger in LDA at lower temperatures than
in supercooled water at 200 K. Thus the homochiral domain found in this study is not just
a random percolation cluster of major vitrite types, but a stable self-organizing structure
comprising structural/dynamic/chiral heterogeneity.
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FIG. 5. Correlation between structure, dynamics, and chirality. (a) Solid and dashed lines show
the averaged rotation angles in 2 ns and the averaged binding energies of two water molecules
constituting a hydrogen bond, respectively, as functions of multiplicities M(D) (blue lines, ice Ic)
and M(B) (black lines, polytope ‘240’). (b) Size of the largest cluster at 200 K plotted against
time. Red and blue lines are for xPolytopes with χv > 0.25 and χv < −0.25, respectively. Light
blue is for the nucleus of ice Ic (vitrite D). Inserted are the shapes of the largest clusters at 1,114
ns (indicated by a dashed line), which is the same instant shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d). A large ice
nucleus appears at 1 µs and persists for 300 ns. (c) Cluster size distributions at 240 K (red) and
200 K (black). Dots and solid lines indicate ice Ic and xPolytope, respectively.
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Polytope ‘240’ structure was considered as a model for tetravalent amorphous semicon-
ductors; however, no surveys have been made for amorphous ice and supercooled liquid
water. As shown in this letter, xPolytopes grow up to much larger nuclei than the original
polytopes ‘240’ do due to a heterogeneous element, vitrite A. Moreover, xPolytopes are the
origin of collective chirality in supercooled water. Molecular arrangements of xPolytope are
twisted; therefore, they do not seem to have affinity to crystal ice structures with untwisted
molecular arrangements. The growth of polytopic domain may disturb crystallization by
reducing the space for ice nucleation.
Unlike ice nuclei, xPolytope is abundant in liquid water at temperatures close to the
melting point (Fig. 5(c)). Its appearance may be controlled by external fields such as
impurity, surfaces, etc. Interestingly, polytopic aggregate has also been observed in the
vicinity of collagen molecules at room temperature [32]. This coincidence suggests that
the vicinal water is not ice-like but LDA-like and that chirality will be helpful for detecting
structured water [33, 34]. Their domain size may be enhanced by low temperatures, surfaces,
impurities, and long relaxation times, etc., and the amorphous ice in comets satisfies all these
conditions. Experiments assuming the cometary circumstances and fine observation of nano-
scale chirality in amorphous ice are therefore awaited. The present research redefines the
ice-likeness of supercooled liquid water, elucidates the intermediate-range order in liquid
water, provides a new way of analyzing the liquid and crystal structures, and suggests a
novel interaction between water structure and biomolecules through the chirality.
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